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Abstract
This research aims at describing the process of services implementation through village information system based web and the villagers’ satisfaction from the aspects of satisfaction standardization. The method of the research was qualitative with hermeneutic phenomenology approach. It would see the texts of villagers’ life and experiences in using Village Information System Services. The data were analyzed by using van kaam model. It was found that service satisfaction of village information system in the context of individual experience identified from the staffs’ attitude, information, delivery, internal manager’s role, and time service accuracy. Based on the finding, it is recommended for the further researcher to conduct a study about the service implementation as well as e-government. The weakness of this research is that researcher conducted it in short time asking the individual’s experiences about the village service information system implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Village as a basic public organization institution in the level of administration spearheaded the development and enhancement of community welfare. It is mentioned in the Constitution No. 6, 2014, about village. This policy expected on village development and the rural development in the both social and economical aspects. It aimed at competitiveness improvement towards the strong country concept.

It started from the concept of development “develop a village with top-down policy principle and a village develops with bottom-up policy principle” which meant that country develop a village. The development of concept village-developing in the process of village policy implementation is determined
by the institutional improvement of the village which based on its own local potency. In 2017, Riau government said that village budget use achieved 79% from Rp. 808.148.380.748. It means that only 1.06% used for developing the economical potency and 2.90% used for empowering the community.

The achievement of local village fund use in 2017 of Riau Province leaded developing a village concept with a different quantity of budget from the previous policy. It was expected that the policy will bring the village into the independent village by using budget from the business profit, assets, donation, and local village revenue. So, it will develop Indonesia.

The changing of this policy related to the villagers’ expectation for getting qualified services from the local village government. The orientation of public policy is public services implementation because the output of a policy is about government action for community in both of product and service implementation. In line with the policy development of village government implementation, government through Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation No. 2, 2017, about minimal services standardization clearly managed that village government implementation related to service implementation has an important part of government and should be implemented well by the local village government. Village service in several regions of Java Island especially in West Java have adapted and followed the information and communication technology development as well as Village Information System and Village Digitalization.

Village Information System which is built in villages brings hope for the villages in front area to get wide access and give qualified services for the public (Shidende, 2014). One of the villages which implemented Village Information System in front area of Bengkalis is Teluk Lecah Village, district Rupat. Village Information System implemented in Teluk Lecah is web based system developed by Village Government. It aims to improve the service effectively and efficiently and assisting the staffs’ job (Setiawan & Mahendra, 2015).

The implementation of this program eases the villagers and government to access and share information quickly and local village government service implemented effectively and efficiently so it can satisfy the community (Hildawati, 2019). This program conducted by the action of village building based Information and Communication Technology by optimalizing Village Information Systmen and Village Internet. This far, the lack of infrastructures of ICT and human resources affect the implementation process of village information system service based web. Unfortunately, infrastructures of ICT and human resources are the main factors of reliability, empathy, responsive and communicative public service implementation.

Determinating the quality of service is not always influenced by infrastructures and facilities, capability and skills, but also by the quality of services given by the staffs (Yusrizal, Heriyanto, & Harapan, 2018). For realizing it was also influenced by the stakeholder’s leadership (Harapan Tua, 2016) and service innovation in order to get the qualified service (Ilham & Harapan, 2016).

There were several problems found in implementing innovated services based ICT in Teluk Lecah Village. First, it has lack of data and information to be shared to the community. According to Lanin & Hermanto (2019), developing public’s trust can be done by improving giving, time accuracy of service, information availability, staff profesionalism, the number of staff, external and internal manager, and minimalizing political organization of local government. Second, uneffective smartphone usage by the people. Local village government staffs and community prefer to see social media to information provided in the village web. Based on this phenomenon, an action conducted for the target as the indicators of villagers’ satisfaction on information system service implementation in the Front Region.
2. METHOD

This research conducted in Teluk Lecah Village, Rupat District, Bengkalis Region. This Village is one of the front area villages with the implementation of Village Information System Based Web. The method of this research was qualitative with hermeneutic phenomenology approach (Sudarsyah, 2016). The aim of this study is to see the texts of villagers’ life and experiences in using the Village Information System Services. The instruments of the research were observation, social media interaction, documentation, and deep interview to the respondents. The informan of the research were villagers and local village government staffs. The data were analyzed by using Van Kaam model (Moustakas, 1994). It used for describing and interpreting the phenomenon related to the implementation of Village Information System Service in facing Revolution Industry 4.0 era with focus on indicators of villagers’ satisfaction of Village Information System Service implementation in front island.

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This research was conducted based on the related findings of previous research. It was about the service quality and villagers’ belief. It said that villagers’ belief was started from the services they got (Sari, 2017). Besides that, it is assumed that belief in public service implementation will increase as well as giving development, time service accuracy, information availability, professionalism of the staffs, the number of the staff, external and internal manager, and minimalizing political organization (Lanin & Hermanto, 2010). Quality determines public’s satisfaction and based on the service target perceptions. Service should be tangible, realibility, responsiveness, assurance, and well empath. Service will be better if there is a well organized commitment between organization and strategy orientation (Andrews, Boyne, Law, & Walker, 2011). Then, in implementing service based e-government, it should be government based web empowerment and utilized well in the process of governement and public service implementation (Eviana Septiana Rachman, 2017).

Public service in the revolution industry 4.0 for the Village Government level is appropriate to the Milenium Global Village-Net (MGV-Net) demands. It must be supported by the villagers. It helps the villagers to get information through smartphone. So, the service implementation will be effective and efficient (Astuti et al., 2016). Based on the finding, there was a problem found related to the data service, human resources, and tools of sharing information. It finally influenced the villagers’ satisfaction index. The lack of local village government staffs and villagers’ ability in operating the system made the service run unnaffective. It should be avoided because the effectiveness of service implementation by using system will achieve the public service effectiveness standardization (Marlinda, 2017). In fact, effort expectancy and Social Influences in service based web implementation affected users’ service motivation (Susanto, 2015).

Transparency is one of the service satisfaction indicators for the service users. Accountability develops the service users’ belief. System used in service implementation should be improved the quality because it determines the success of service implementation with good governance principles (Nasution, 2018). In addition, the government has an important role in public service implementation. Village internet is a new challenge for local village government in implementing public service. It will change the youth’s mind as the further government administrator.

In providing service, public service sector has an obstacle related to central government, budgeting, and stakeholders’ participation. Noviyanto, Setiyadi, & Wahyuningsih (2014) say that fruitfulness of service will be effective and efficient if it is utilizing mobile technology. It is expected that by using mobile technology, the government can be empowered so the village information system
implementation will run effectively and efficiently. At last, process of information system based ICT will produce a social process in rural community.

Based on the previous research and this research finding, it is found that public belief in government created public trust to public sector and social institution because the public service does not run competitively and commercial implementation aspect is not too relevant in public service (Fowler dan Pryke, 2003). When public community thinks that government cannot be responsible, public belief will decrease automatically. Villagers’ satisfaction produces belief to government, poll, political efficacy and political participation. Then, it produces community welfare. Unfortunately, the people do not realize it.

This research finding was about service satisfaction indicators accepted by target community of service implementation. They were staffs’ attitude, information, information sharing, internal manager role, external manager role, local politics, and service time consuming. These findings will be described clearly as following.

a. Staffs’ Attitude

It was found that staffs had attitude such as friendly, honesty, sympathy, and non-discriminative in offering service to the villagers. Mori and Thomson (2004) say that staffs’ attitude determines the villagers’ satisfaction on the service. Besides that, Parasuraman et al (1990) also say that service quality can be indicated by the service provider as well as staffs. These indicators can be the language used, politeness and responsibility, and empathy. It means that service providers should serve the community in fair and politely because they wanted to be accepted and respected when coming to the public service institution. Chen et al (2012) say that public satisfaction will decrease along the discriminative attitude offered by the staffs. In the other words, public service provider should be presented both fairness and politeness because they influenced public satisfaction (Chang, 2008).

b. Information

Village Information System based web at Village Teluk Lecah, Rupat Island, can be guidance for other villages in implementing this system. It is very important to provide accurate and detailed information to villagers in order to improve public satisfaction (Yuan and Chu, 2013). In this research, information indicated the public satisfaction on service. In this case, information deals with information as the solution and information provided about the public service improvement. There are several indicators of public service implementation. They are service procedure, budget, time, information service availability, and information accuracy and information quality (Saha et al, 2012).

Nowaday, Social media is an effective instrument for government in sharing information related to public service (Criado et al, 2017). Unfortunately, this research finding says that there were poor connection and low information access occurred when villagers wanted to use information system based web. It caused frustration and anger of villagers especially the young generation in the rural area. In another word, social media did not work yet effectively for sharing information in village.

c. Service Delivery

Service delivery is an important indicator of villagers’ satisfaction based on the result, service provider’s capability to satisfy target, and problem-solving method used by the service provider. This research findings shows that copying information had a great role in satisfying the public. In this case, information based web is an indicator of information sharing achievement. In fact, it was found that administration service run manually. Information delivery had a big affect on public satisfaction. It states that the key of public satisfaction improvement in public service is offering a good service and understanding the public needs (Amoako, 2012). It will motivate the villagers to have a wise expectation on public service.

d. Internal Manager Role

Village officer and village secretary was the internal manager. They determined the villagers’ satisfaction in having the village information system service. Village officer could instruct the staff,
delegate authority, dissemination, searching and receiving information from the staff, allocate resources and resolve the internal problem. Denhardt (2013) says that internal manager motivation leads the staff improve their productivity.

This research finding shows that recently the staff of local government had no responsibility on public service satisfaction. It caused by the lack of motivation as well as incentive they got. Fowler and Pryke (2003) state that social welfare in implementing the public service influence the service policy and decision of service provider. Implicitly, it can be concluded that manager role in internal organization will determine the staffs’ performance and productivity. It finally creates a service quality and villagers’ satisfaction.

e. Service Time Accuracy

Public service should be handled in quick and reasonable time. The accuracy of time is defined as the quality and being on time service. In this research, time accuracy is a key instrument for public service satisfaction. It was presented by several indicators. They were the length time used in conducting service and how the staffs communicated to the villagers during the service. It was found that quick service influence the public satisfaction. It is similar to responsive concept used.

Based on the responsive concept, both public service provider’s response and speed are the indicators of public service evaluator. Even though the quick response is the main priority, durability, performance, and error also influence the quality of the service. The researcher found that there were some villagers used the service incidentally. It was not a structured administration. So, Village Service System implementation was limited for youth users in Teluk Lecah.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the findings, it can be concluded that public service provided by the local village government especially village information system based web as well as e-government will improve the villagers’ satisfaction on the basic needs such as population administration. Besides that, local village government must improve the staffs’ attitude in implementing the service, information availability, information delivery, and internal manager role to support the quality and accuracy of the service implementation. The public satisfaction improvement on the basic service implementation will increase the public belief on the local village government.

This study has a theoretical and practical implication. Information system service based web reconstructed new service model contributed to local village service management improvement. This model leads the villagers to observe the information development in an organization related to the villagers’ satisfaction. For the further researcher, it should be conducted a study of the villagers’ belief on the government contributes to political efficacy, participation politic and social welfare necessity. The further researcher needs to focus on the internal sector of government and involving new variables such as professionalism, public satisfaction, political participation, and social welfare.

Practically, this research finding presents the village information system service management for local village government to provide information system towards the community development and empowerment. Both services are the local village government responsibility in facing revolution industry 4.0 era of the autonomy government system.

Villagers’ satisfaction on the service implementation influenced the level of satisfaction to the local village government. Village Information System based web will assists the local village government in implementing the qualified service and having the villagers’ belief.
5. SUGGESTION

Based on the research finding, the researcher suggest the local village government to improve the information service content, staffs’ attitude, and staffs’ capability and skill supported by the internal manager so the accuracy and quality of service implementation can be achieved. Villages in the front island are hard to cover so village information system based web is the best solution. Finally, it should be stated that local village government must implement the service based information system by preparing the qualified staffs and facilities.
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